### Available for purchase at VanderCook College of Music

**beginning June 20, 2016**

**512A Low String Techniques II - Eccles**
- Essential Elements for Strings
  - ISBN: 9780634038198 – Cello
  - ISBN: 9780634038204 – Bass
  - 9

**551B String Methods II: Alternative Styles - Eccles**
- Alternative Strings: The New Curriculum
  - ISBN: 1574670891
  - 20

**556 Secondary General Music Methods 6-12 - Giordano**
- Teach Like a Pirate
  - ISBN: 9780988217607
  - 21

**516 Guitar Techniques & Resources – Goldberg**
- A Modern Approach to Classical Guitar
  - ISBN: 9780793570652
  - 7
- Guitar Resource Course packet
  - 5
- Foot Stool
  - 12

**522 Band Arranging – Kidonakis**
- Course packet: Practical Orchestration:
  - A Method of Arranging for School Orchestras
  - 20

**558 Musical Theatre Methods – Martorano**
- Music Theatre Course packet
  - 10

**554 Advanced Woodwind Methods**
- Guide to Teaching Woodwinds
  - ISBN: 9780697043924
  - 125

**553 Advanced Brass Methods – Schuman**
- Teaching Brass: A Resource Manual
  - ISBN: 9780073526584
  - 118
- Supplemental Reading Course Pack
  - 24

**557 Secondary Choral Methods 6-12 – Sinclair**
- Intelligent Music Teaching: Essays on the Core Principles
  - ISBN: 9780977113903
  - 18
- Chorus Confidential
  - ISBN: 9780634058431
  - 30

**513B Oboe Techniques – Stevenson**
- Gekeler Method for Oboe
  - ISBN: 0769222145
  - 8

**513B Bassoon Techniques – Smith**
- The New Weissenborn Method for Bassoon
  - ISBN: 9781423484776
  - 30

**562 Introduction to Graduate Study**
- Introduction to Graduate Study Course packet
  - 26

---

**The following selections will be available for purchase at the IIT Bookstore**

[www.iit.bncollege.com](http://www.iit.bncollege.com)

**569 American Music History – Becker**
- America’s Musical Landscape, 7th edition
  - ISBN: 9780078025129
  - 155

**567 Music History II – Becker**
- The Enjoyment of Music, 12th edition
  - ISBN: 9780393936377
  - 132

**560 Vocal Mechanism K-5 – Presutti- Korbitz**
- Teaching Kids to Sing
  - ISBN: 0028717953
  - 210

**525 Choral Arranging – Tom**
- Contemporary Choral Arranging
  - ISBN: 9780131697560
  - 111

---
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